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Small budgets, big solutions.
Our designer discounts are just for you!

When you’re designing your firm’s space, don’t forget to take advantage of our Herman Miller A&D
Discount.
Whether it’s for personal or work-related use, we know you’re looking for the latest trends, iconic
Collection pieces and the highest quality products to create your space. That’s why we offer creative
solutions to work within your budget, large or small.
We do this because, to us, it’s so much more than just a space. It’s a way of understanding the world
around us and, more importantly, the world we want to create – the space you’re creating to inspire
the passionate leaders, analytical problem-solvers and the creative go-getters to do their best.
Call us to learn more about how we can help you bring your vision to life.

What we can do for you
We challenge the status quo and help professionals like you strive to
change the way you can help others think about work. With our 75+
years of experience, we deliver:
Furniture
Boost productivity and get energized with functional, stylish pieces selected
with you and your clients in mind. From workstations and seating to
collaborative spaces and accessories, we have options for all budgets and
any workspace.
Floors
Complement your workspace from the ground up with a wide variety of
flooring solutions. From carpet to hard surfaces, we’ll help you find the right
solution for whatever environment.
Walls
Create extreme levels of customizable, sustainable architectural interiors that
promote collaboration, integrate technology and remain flexible as your
customers’ needs change.
Services
Buying furniture is just the first step. We offer a variety of manufacturerneutral services to help end users extend the workspace lifecycle and make
the most of their investment.
Disposition
Whether you or your client need to clear out old furniture or workstations,
with our furniture disposition and buyback program, we’ll help create and
execute a plan to ensure you or they have a clean slate for their new space.

